
Scratch Training – Problem 
Solving
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 Work in pairs

 Solve this problem (you will need paper and a pen)…

A man needs to cross a river in a canoe.
With him, he has a bag of grain, a chicken, and a fox.

He can only carry one of the three at a time.
If he leaves the grain and the chicken, the chicken will eat 

the grain. If he takes the grain, the fox will eat the chicken. 

How does he successfully cross the river with 
his load? 



Group
TASGSoln.

First, break the problem down…

Group Work

Understand 
the 

problem

Describe 
the Goal

Describe 
the issues

Plan 
Solution

Check the 
Solution

A man needs to cross a river in a 

canoe.

With him, he has a bag of grain, 

a chicken, and a fox.

He  can only carry one of the 

three at a time.

If he leaves the grain and the 

chicken, the chicken will eat the 

grain. If he takes the grain, the 

fox will eat the chicken. 

How does he successfully cross 

the river with his load?



Think!

WHAT strategies do you have for 

breaking the problem down?

CWESTIWN
HANDS UP
EASY

 Looking at the steps to 

achieve the goal?

 Work out what is most 

important?

 Focus on the goal itself?
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Next, come up with a solution…

Group Work

Understand 
the 

problem

Describe 
the Goal

Describe 
the issues

Plan 
Solution

Check the 
Solution

You need to cross a river in a 

canoe.

With you, you have a bag of 

grain, a chicken, and a fox.

You  can only carry one of the 

three at a time.

If you leave the grain and the 

chicken, the chicken will eat the 

grain. If you take the grain, the 

fox will eat the chicken. 

How does he successfully cross 

the river with his load?

SOLUTION [Read silently to yourself]:

•Take the chicken across, leaving it on the other side.

•Returns alone in the canoe and picks up the bag of grain.

•After bringing across the grain, takes the chicken back to the 

original side, dropping him off, and picking up the fox.

•After bringing the fox to the other side, and leaving it with the grain,  

return back to the original side, retrieving the chicken, and making 

your 3rd and final trip crossing the river.

•At no point was the fox left alone with the chicken, or the chicken

with the grain. 



Logic Problem 2

 A man lives on the tenth floor of a building. Every day he 

takes the elevator from the 10th floor to go down to the 

ground floor to go to work or to go shopping.

 When he returns he takes the elevator to the seventh floor 

and walks up the stairs to reach his apartment on the tenth 

floor.

 He hates walking so why does he do it?

Paired Work

Paired
Soln.



Logic Problem 3

You are trapped in a room with two doors. One leads to certain death and the other 

leads to freedom. You don’t know which is which.

There are two robots guarding the doors. They will let you choose one door but upon 

doing so you must go through it.

You can, however, ask one robot one question. The problem is one robot always tells the 

truth, the other always lies and you don’t know which is which.

What is the question you ask?

Paired Work

Paired
Soln.



Why do we need to study problem 

solving skills?

Problem
CWESTIWNSolving



 Understand the need for a logical approach to solve 

problems.

 Work together to solve logic problems.

 Know the stages of problem solving and apply them to 

specific logic problems.

NOD Y WERS

Objectives
REVIEW



 Why is it important to understand a problem?

 What strategies have been used today to solve problems?

 What kind of problems do you think happen with IT that need solving?

 Why are these problems?

The key is logical thinking. What does this mean?

Plenary
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Paired Work

 On paper, create a quick 

thinking map to define 

problem solving in 

the context of 

computer 

programming

5

MIN



Plenary
I ORFFEN

Problem 

Solving

Computer 

Programming
Breaking 

problems 

down Steps

Producing

a solution

Testing the 

solution

Evaluating 

how 

successful the 

solution is



Think!

In a science experiment, WHAT 

is meant by  ‘variable’?

CWESTIWN
HANDS UP
EASY



Variables

 Variables are values that can change
throughout a program

 E.g. someone’s age or home address



HANDS  UP

Think!

CWESTIWN

NO

WHAT sort of variables would we 

find in a computer game?
 Level number

 Score

 No. of bullets remaining



HANDS  UP

Think!

CWESTIWN

NO

WHAT other sort of variables would 

we find in a computer game?
 Health remaining

 Number of laps completed

 Time remaining

 Number of items carried


